
BRIDGERTON ENCOUNTER
A journey through Regency England
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Chatham

Nights 1 & 2

 

Stay in the area of Chatham to

visit the Historic Dockyard

which formed the backdrop of

various London streets, the

printers and the boxing match

in the drama. 

 

You might also recognise the

dockyard from Call The

Midwife!  

 

Then drive into Greenwich and

see Ranger’s House (a

museum) whose exterior was

used as the Bridgerton’s

London Home.

POPE COTTAGE, CHATHAM



Kingston upon Thames

Night 3

 

Drive round London to

Kingston to stay in a small

hotel within easy distance of

Kew Gardens, founded in

1759. 

 

Try to visit Hampton Court,

which played the part of

Queen Charlotte’s residence

in Bridgerton.

KINGSTON LODGE HOTEL

KEW GARDENS



Salisbury

Night  4

 

On the next day to the area of

Salisbury and visit Wilton House

which saw was seen in

Bridgerton, as well as Emma,

Tomb Raider, The Crown and

Young Victoria. 

 

You can also take the chance

to visit Stonehenge, Salisbury

Cathedral and the New Forest.

NEW FOREST

WILTON HOUSE



Bath Area

Nights  5 & 6

 

With so many Regency buildings,

it is hard to know which to pick

first!

 

No. 1 Royal Crescent was the

Featherington Family home and

provides an immersive Georgian

experience.

 

The Assembly Rooms hosted

some of the show's balls and

today also houses the Fashion

museum. 

 

Walk over Pulteney Bridge, to

marvel at the facade of the

Holburne Museum, Lady

Danbury's mansion.

 

Don't miss the Pump Rooms or

Roman Baths.



Important points

Images used alongside this tour are courtesy & copyright of the individual properties, 
Visit Bath & Visit Bristol to whom we are grateful.

The Circle sells accommodation only, reserving

rooms in good independently owned hotels, inns

and B&Bs across the UK.

If you want to visit a particular attraction or activity

we suggest reserving this when booking your

accommodation.

The route detailed here is designed as a start point

- so if you would like to add or remove a night or

want to add a detour, feel free to amend the route

to suit you. 

You could extend this tour up to Castle Howard, for

example, to see the Duke of Hastings' family estate. 

The guide price is based on two adults sharing a

double/twin ensuite room for bed and breakfast.

Rates for single occupancy and for children are

available on request.
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